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ABSTRACT

He, Zijian. M.S.I.E., Purdue University, August 2016. Service-Level Based Response by
Assignment and Order Processing for Warehouse Automation. Major Professors: Shimon
Y. Nof, Vaneet Aggarwal.

Along with tremendous growth of online sales in this Internet era, unprecedented
intensive competition in shortening the delivery time of orders has been occurring among
several major online retailers. On the other hand, the idea of customer-oriented service
creates a trend of diversified pricing strategy. Different price options are offered to cater
to diversified needs of customers. It has become an urgent need for online sales industries
to provide the differentiated service levels for different classes of customers with
different priorities based on the charging prices and resource constraints of the supply
network.
In response to the challenges mentioned above, this thesis focuses on providing
differentiated service levels to different customers within the warehouse automation
system, which is the key point of the supply network. To concentrate on the research
topic, the       

     





the waiting process and retrieving process, which is related to order processing policy and
storage assignment method respectively.

xiii
Priority Based Turn-over Rate (PBTR) storage assignment method, Priority Based
Weighted Queuing (PBWQ) policy and joint optimization of storage assignment and
PBWQ policy are proposed, developed, explored and validated in this thesis.
Utility function of charging price and order processing time is developed to measure the
performances of the proposed methods. Compared with the classical turn over rate
assignment method, PBTR has 23.21% of improvement under the measurement of utility
function, when different classes of customers have different needs for products. PBWQ
improves the system performance by 18.15% compared with First-Come-First-Serve
(FCFS) policy under baseline setting of experiments. Joint optimization of storage
assignment and PBWQ policy has the improvement of 19.64% in system performance
compared with the baseline system which applies both classical storage assignment
method and FCFS order processing policy.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation: Service-Level Based Response

Along with tremendous growth of online sales in this Internet era, unprecedented
intensive competition has been taking place among several major online retailers. Due to
the sufficient competition, it has become more difficult for any online retailer to beat its
rivals merely by cutting its product prices. Hence, the only way to distinguish an online
retailer is by offering a higher level of customer-oriented services.
The idea of customer-oriented service creates a trend of diversified pricing strategies for
delivery. Different price options are offered to cater to diversified needs of different
classes of customers. For those customers who are more sensitive to price, they will be
offered a lower price with relatively long delivery times due to their lower priority in
processing their orders; for those who are more concerned about delivery times because
of emergent need of specific products, they will be offered a higher price with relatively
short delivery time due to their high priority in processing their orders. Online sales
industry has drawn intention to providing the differentiated service levels for different
classes of customers with different priorities based on the charging price and resource
constraints of supply network.
Figure 1.1.1 illustrates the structure of a common online retailer, which a well-integrated
Cyber-Physical System (CPS). The online purchasing system processes the orders placed
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by customers then transmits them to Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERP). ERP
will forward orders to two kinds of warehouse, one belongs to third  

  

other is owned by the online retailer. Then the ordered goods are transmitted from
warehouses to distribution centers in each layer of distribution network, down to the end
customers.

Figure 1.1.1 CPS structure of a common online retailer
Warehouse, as the start point of distribution network, has profound impact on the
performance of the distribution network, and is closely related to the service levels
provided to customers. Thus, it has become a critical challenge to provide differentiated
service level based response during the procedures of processing orders within
warehouse. In the supply network, there are two kinds of warehouses in general. One is
the general warehouse which stores all kinds of products for all classes of customers, the
other is the dedicated warehouse which only stores certain kinds of products or only
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serves certain classes of customers. This thesis focuses on the research of general
warehouse and the result of this thesis can be applied to the group of dedicated
warehouses if each of them is considered as a part of a large virtual general warehouse.
To concentrate on the research topic, the       



automation system is broken down into the waiting process and retrieving process, which
is related to the order processing policy and storage assignment method respectively.
1.1.1

Research Problem

Based on the previous motivation, the research problem of this thesis is defined as
follows:
Satisfy different expected service levels of different classes of customers with the
resource constraints in the warehouse automation system.
1.1.2

Research Questions

To address this problem, four research questions are defined:
Research Question 1: How can we build a utility function to evaluate service-level
based response to customers in the warehouse automation system?
Research Question 2: How can we develop a storage assignment method that can satisfy
different expected service levels of users with resource constraints?
Research Question 3: How can we develop an order processing policy that can satisfy
different expected service levels of users with resource constraints?
Research Question 4: How is the performance if we joint optimize the storage
assignment and queuing policy and compare them to classical methods?
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1.2

Overview of Proposed Methods

In response to the challenges posed by the emerging need of classified service levels due
to diversified pricing strategies, most of the online retailers have changed their warehouse
pick and pack operations from man-to-goods to goods-to-man using Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs) in their attempt to speed up operations. The most famous AGVs system
is Kiva Systems (now called Amazon Robotics) of Amazon, the leader in online sales
industries. Amazon Robotics has been supporting Amazon's growth and providing the
possibility of same day delivery service. This research simplifies the warehouse
automation system using AGVs by making several assumptions, for the sake of
concentrating on research problem.
This thesis proposes, develops, explores and validates the Priority Based Turn-over Rate
(PBTR) storage assignment method and Priority Based Weighted Queuing (PBWQ)
policy of automated warehouse using AGVs.
PBTR and PBWQ are applied to warehouse automation system that has incoming orders
with different priorities, which are classified based on the charging prices. Their objective
is to maximize the weighted average gain of customers within a period of time and thus
provide classified service levels to customers with different needs. The utility function of
charging price and order processing time is developed to measure to performance of
PBTR and PBWQ.
The system performance of and joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ
policy is also measured in comparison with the system performance of synchronically
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apply both classical storage assignment method and First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) order
processing policy.
1.3

Organization of This Thesis

In this thesis, chapter 1 introduces the motivation of this research and the proposed
methods in response to the current challenges.
Chapter 2 focuses on summarizing the contributions and limitations of the related
literatures.
PBTR and PBWQ under the stochastic incoming orders are presented in chapter 3, along
with the formulation of the warehouse automation system to which both methods are
applied. Furthermore, Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm and Alternating Minimization
(AM) method for solving joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ are
introduced in this chapter.
Chapter 4 summarizes the results of experiments for validating PBTR, PBWQ and joint
optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ. Under the proposed utility function,
experiments are performed to compare the performance of PBTR with classical storage
assignment method (turn over rate assignment method) The performance of PBWQ is
compared with First Come First Serve (FCFS) policy. Lastly, the performance of joint
optimizing storage assignment and PBWQ is compared with the combination of classical
assignment method and FCFS policy under stochastic incoming orders.
At the end, chapter 5 gives a conclusion for this thesis and proposes ideas for future
research.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE SURVEY

The warehouse automation system is a vital part of supply networks for online retailers.
Controlling the storage and flow of stock keeping units (SKU) within a warehouse has
profound impact on the performance of the entire supply network. Warehouse
management involves decisions on all types of movements within a warehouse, which are
usually categorized into four classes: (1) receiving orders, (2) storage assignment, (3)
order picking, and (4) shipping (Li, et al., 2015). This literature review will focus on the
articles related to storage assignment methods, order picking planning, as well as related
research works on virtual storage and differentiated service levels based response, which
are closely related to the research problem of this thesis.
2.1

Prior Research on Storage Assignment Methods

Storage assignment method refers to the set of rules that can be used to assign products to
storage locations. Five well-known types of storage assignment are listed as follow:
random storage, closest open location storage, dedicated storage, full turnover storage,
and class based storage (De Koster, et al., 2007).
Random storage assignment method assigns every incoming product to a randomly
selected available location in the warehouse with only consideration of space utilization
(Petersen, 1997). It can increase space utilization rate with the cost of increasing the
travel distance of pickers (Choe and Sharp, 1991).
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Closest open location storage assignment method is applied in manually operated
warehouse. The employees will assign the products to the first available storage location
they encounter (Hausman et al. 1976). This method will lead to more full racks around
the depot in warehouse, and finally more empty towards the back (if there is excess
capacity of storage).
Dedicated storage assignment method has the lowest space utilization. It assigns a fixed
location for each product and the location is reserved even for products that are out of
stock. Moreover, for every product sufficient space has to be reserved such that the
maximum inventory level can be stored (De Koster, et al., 2007). The only advantage of
this method is that order pickers become familiar with product locations, however, in
warehouse automation system, this advantage is trivial.
Full-turnover storage assignment method distributes products over the storage area
according to their frequencies of being requested. The products with the highest
frequencies are assigned to the closest locations to loading zone. It has the shortest total
travel distance of retrieving products among those five methods, but the main
disadvantage is that if the demand rates vary in short period, the product assignment has
to be changed frequently (De Koster, et al., 2007). Full-turnover storage assignment
method has been widely used in warehouse automation system where AGVs are deployed
as pickers and the travel distance of pickers and major cost of product retrieval process
(Yu et al., 2009).
Class-based storage assignment

    

    inventory

control, which is a classical way for dividing items into classes based on popularity. It is
a developed version of full-turnover storage assignment method. The idea is to group
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products into classes based on their turnover. Each class is then assigned to a dedicated
area of the warehouse (Petersen et al. 2004).
Based on class-based storage assignment method, a product affinity-based heuristic
(PABH) is developed (Li, et al., 2015). This technique is based on data mining, for
calculation of pairwise relationships between products. A greedy genetic algorithm (GA)
is developed for handling the computational complexity of the Dynamic Storage
Assignment Problem (DSAP).
Table 2.1.1 Summary of previous proposed storage assignment methods
Storage
assignment
method
Random storage
(Petersen, 1997)

Pickers type in
warehouse

Differentiate
different classes of
customers?

Consider the order
frequencies?

Human

No

No

Human

No

No

Human/AGV

No

Yes

Human/AGV

No

Yes

AGV

No

Yes

Closest open
location storage
(Hausman et al.
1976)
Full-turnover
storage (Yu et al.,
2009)
Class-based
storage (Petersen
et al. 2004)
Product affinitybased heuristic (Li,
et al., 2015)
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Table 2.1.1 summarizes the previous proposed storage assignment methods. Since most
of the warehouses nowadays have deployed AGVs for retrieving products, total travel
distance of AGVs has become the major concern when designing a storage assignment
method for warehouse. However, none of previous methods consider the classes of
customers who place the orders when calculating the order frequency of each product.
Thus, it s necessary to have further research on differentiating classes of customers when
design a storage assignment method for warehouse automation system.
2.2

Prior Research on Order Picking Planning

The most common objective of order-picking systems is to maximize the service level
based response with resource constraints such as labor, machines, and capital
(Goetschalckx and Ashayeri, 1989). A critical connection between order picking and
service level is that the faster an order can be retrieved, the sooner it is available for
shipping to the customer. Further, the shorter the order retrieval time, the higher the
flexibility in handling any unexpected late change in delivering orders. Therefore,
minimizing the order processing time within warehouse automation system is a crucial
need for any supplier (De Koster, et al., 2007).
Order picking planning research includes the order processing policy, routing and
collaboration of AGVs for order picking and the advanced technology that can assist
AGVs complete picking tasks faster.
Previous research on order processing policy all focus on using batch picking model in
order to shorten the total travel distance of AGVs. Tsai et al. in 2007, proposed a
multiple-GA method for generating optimal batch picking plans that considers not only
travel cost but also an earliness and tardiness penalty to fulfil the current complex and
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quick-response oriented environment. Hsieh et al. in 2011 proposed K-means Batching
(KMB) and Self-Organization Map Batching (SOMB) to improve the system
performance in total travel distance and average picking vehicle utility (Ma, T., & Zhao,
P., 2014).
H, Tan (2008), applied RFID technology in warehouse management information system.
Jin, Y. J., et al. (2013), introduced the structure and working principle of RFID to
warehouse automation system in order to achieve high informalization, high efficiency,
high utilization rate and low costs. Xue, Y., & Liu, H. (2012), applied a robot system
with RFID and vision into the design of warehouses, which is a completely different from
another widely used technology, bar code technology. The use of RFID technology not
only collect basic data quickly, accurately and comprehensively but also help managers
to track the goods location and handling.
Inspired by the design of a more effective e-work system (Nof, S. Y, 2003), Collaborative
Control Theory (Nof, S. Y, 2007) and collaborative telerobotics in production system
(Zhong, H, et al., 2013 & Zhong, H, et al., 2014), Zhang, et al. (2015) defined the
collaborative task assignment problem and developed a fuzzy collaborative intelligence
based algorithm (Azadeh, A., et al., 2015) to optimize the assignment plans, to improve
the robot collaboration intelligence (Zhong, H, et al., 2015) within warehouse and thus
decrease the order retrieval time of warehouse automation system.
Table 2.2.1 summarizes previous research works on the order picking planning in
warehouse automation system. As shown in the table, none of those works tries to
provide differentiated service level based response to different classes of customers in the
process of order picking planning. All previous works focus on the perspective of
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warehouse automation system, rather than the perspective of the different expected
service level of different classes of customers that have paid different price for their
services in warehouse automation system. Thus, it is necessary to have further research
on differentiating different classes of customers when designing order processing policy,
which is an important branch of the research on order picking planning.
Table 2.2.1 Summary of previous research on order picking planning
Differentiate
Research works

Focus points

different classes
of customers?

Order processing policy (Tsai,

Shorten total travel distance

et al., 2007, Hsieh, et al.,

and increase average picking

2011)

vehicle utility
Improve the robot

Collaboration of AGVs

collaboration and decrease the

(Zhang, et al. 2015)

No

order retrieval time

Integration of RFID system

Achieve higher level of

(Jin,Y. L., 2013, Xue, Y., &

informalization and improve

Liu, H. 2012)

warehouse efficiency

2.3

No

No

Prior Research on Virtual Storage Area

Data warehousing, which relates to virtual storage, has also been explored by researchers.
If we consider the products in warehouse as the encoded chunks in cloud storage system,
the closest zone as the cache server, order requests as the file requests, and retrieval
latency of product as the latency of retrieving files, some of those research methods may
be useful and adaptable to physical storage system.
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Xiang, Y et al. (2014), provided an insightful upper bound on the average service delay
of such erasure-coded storage with arbitrary service time distribution and consisting of
multiple heterogeneous files. This research enables a novel problem of joint latency and
storage cost minimization over three dimensions: selecting the erasure code, placement of
encoded chunks, and optimizing scheduling policy.
Xiang, Y et al. (2015), developed an analytic upper bound on average service delay of
multi-tenant, erasure-coded storage with arbitrary number of files and any service time
distribution using weighted queuing or priority queuing to provide differentiated services.
An optimized distributed storage system is then formalized using these queues. Even
though only local optimality can be guaranteed due to the non-convex nature of the
problems, the proposed algorithm significantly reduces the latency.
Thus, in virtual storage area, research works have been done on differentiated service by
weighted queuing or priority queuing, which is a promising knowledge that can be used
in warehouse automation system.
2.4

Prior Research on Differentiated Service Level  Response

Differentiated services have been widely investigated in different areas, especially in web
server system. Lee, M. S., & Park, C. H. (2005) presented three-level approaches for the
differentiated services in measuring Web quality of service (QoS). Pereira, P. R. (2005)
described a hierarchical architecture of active policies that monitors QoS parameters and
dynamically optimizes some aspects of the existing equipment and services to provide the
best possible QoS to users, by performing the management of a differentiated services
network.
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Differentiated services have also been researched in more generalized level. Gurvich, I.,
Armony, M., & Mandelbaum, A. (2008) studied large-scale service systems with multiple
customer classes and many statistically identical servers and addressed the minimization
problem of staffing cost with subjection to class level quality of service constraints.
Gurvich, I., & Whitt, W. (2010) studied large-scale service systems with multiple
customer classes and multiple agent pools, each with many agents. They proposed a
family of routing rules called Fixed-Queue-Ratio rules, in order to minimize staffing
costs which are subject to service-level constraints.
2.5

Limitation on Prior Research

Storage assignment methods and order picking planning in physical storage system have
been well developed and explored by prior research. However, none of the previous
research has classified the incoming requests, which will not be able to differentiate
service levels for diversified classes of customers. Due to the current trend of diversified
pricing strategies, processing all incoming order with the same priority can not satisfy the
need of online retailer industry anymore. Thus, inspired by prior research in virtual
storage system with differentiated service level, this thesis proposes a new storage
assignment method, PBTR, and a new order processing policy, PBWQ, with
consideration of differentiated priorities of incoming orders in warehouse automation
system, aiming to satisfy the need of diversified pricing strategies and service levels on
online retailer industry.
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CHAPTER 3. SERVICE-LEVEL BASED RESPONSE FOR WAREHOUSE
AUTOMATION SYSTEM

In this section, a warehouse automation system will be formulated with several
assumptions, based on the real world warehouse systems that use Automated Guided
Vehicles (AGVs). Then, Priority Based Turn-over Rate storage assignment method, and
Priority Based Weighted Queuing policy will be presented. In all cases, it is assumed that
the objective is to maximize the weighted average gain of customers within a period of
time, thus providing differentiated expected service levels to different classes of
customers with differentiated levels of needs.
3.1

Formulation of Warehouse Automation System
3.1.1

Assumptions

Several assumptions are made, as follows:
Assumption 1: This research will focus on the storage assignment and order processing
policy with differentiated classes of incoming orders under Poisson distribution.
Assumption 2: The factors of suppliers of this warehouse are not considered: suppose that
the inventory is always enough to fill all the available columns of each shelf.
Assumption 3: In reality, the warehouse automation system contains replenishing system
for refilling empty space with products and retrieval system for fetching products to the
loading zone. To align with assumption 1, only the retrieval system is
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considered here. Thus, the replenishing time is not considered. There will not be a time
when any kind of product is not ready to be picked.
Assumption 4: In reality, the orders coming to warehouse are usually requesting for
several products at the same time. To focus on this research topic, it is assumed that those
orders are broken down into several sub-orders that are only requesting one product.
Thus, it is assumed that all incoming orders to warehouse automation system are all
requesting one product.
Assumption 5: The order will wait in queue until an AGV is assigned to serve it. The
retrieval of the requested product will be performed by the assigned AGV. One AGV can
only process one order each time.
Assumption 6: In reality, warehouse automation system has 3D layout, as shown in
Figure 3.1.1. In this research, for the sake of focusing on the research topic and reducing
computational complexity, we assume that the warehouse automation system has flat
layout, as shown in Figure 3.1.2.
Assumption 7: It is assumed that the loading and unloading time are negligible.

Figure 3.1.1 Realistic layout of warehouse automation system
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3.1.2

Detailed Information of Warehouse Automation System

The layout of a warehouse automation system is presented in Figure 3.1.2

Figure 3.1.2 Layout of a warehouse automation system
Detailed information of this system are given as follows:
(1) The system has D classes of customers with different priorities, based on the price
they have paid. The set of classes of customers is denoted by C.
(2) Each row of each shelf can only store one kind of product, and one kind of
product can be stored in a given place. Suppose the warehouse has M shelves and
each shelf has J rows, this warehouse has in total



  kinds of products.
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The set of shelves is denoted by H. The set of rows is denoted by R. The set of
products is denoted by P.
(3) The system has N AGVs, the speed of all AGVs are the same, which is denoted
by s. The set of AGVs is denoted by A.
(4) The distance between the loading zone and the closest columns of all the shelves
is fixed as L.
(5) Processing time: total time that started from the arrival of an order, to the
requested product of the order is successfully fetched back to the loading zone by
AGV. The processing time contains waiting time and retrieval time. Waiting time
will occur if no AGVs are available when the order arrives, or there are other
orders waiting to be processed. Retrieval time refers to the time between when the
assigned AGV leaves the loading zone and when it comes back with the requested
product.
(6) For simplification let us assume that the retrieval time excludes the time for AGV
loading and unloading the product, and the travelling distance of each AGV is
only the vertical distance between specific column and the loading zone. For
example, the distance between every column J and the loading zone is all L + b;
between every column J-1 and the loading zone is all L + 2b, etc., as shown in
Figure 3.1.2.
3.1.3

Mathematical Formulation

Based on the previous assumptions and information, mathematical model for warehouse
automation system is built in this section.
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First of all, in order to introduce the notion of differentiated service levels for different
classes of customers, the orders need to be separated for the same product but from
different classes of customers. Thus, a set of orders is introduced, denoted by O.



   

The projection from set P to set O is shown in Figure 3.1.3.

Figure 3.1.3 Projection from product set to order set
For each order 

 , its arrival rate is denoted by  , which is assumed to be given or

predicted based on historical data.

 is defined as an indicator variable for indicating the location of product :
 
#

     !    " 
    $  !    " 

Based on our assumptions, we have following constraints on  :
(1) A kind of product can only be stored in one place (a row of a shelf):
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(2) For a row of a shelf, it can only store one kind of product:

     
Once a product has been assigned to a storage location, its service time is fixed. Based on


 
        

the previous assumptions, the service time for product

is:

Since the set of orders is the multiplication of the set of product and the set of classes of
customers, the service time for an order



is defined as follows:

       !"#!  $%&

'(

Thus, the service time

for those orders of the same product are the same and

deterministic because they are only related to the placement of products.
Let



represent the processing time of a kind of order

)

. According to the previous

assumption, processing time contains both waiting time and retrieval time. Thus,

  *+,-.-/0 * 1. -12,3

As discussed above, retrieval time is only related to the storage assignment,

*+,-.-/0

* 1. -12,3  

is related to the queuing policy and its formula will contain retrieval time. Its

formula will be discussed later in this chapter.
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To differentiae service level for different classes of customers, a price constant  is
introduced to represent the price that class

  customers have paid for their orders.

The differences among  represents the differences of charging prices among different
classes of users.
Furthermore, a set of weights is introduced for each kind of order when the objective
function is formulated:


    


 


 combines the price constant and the arrival rate of each kind of order, which is

actually the weighted arrival rate of each kind of order. It measures the importance of a
specific kind of order by two dimensions, both the price that the customers have paid and
the arrival rate of this kind of order.
The objective function of the system is:
   



To measure the weighted average gain of customers within a period of time, both the
charging price of a kind of order and the processing time of it are considered. As a
common sense, the more a customer has paid for his/her order, the less time s/he should
have waited. Thus, we should minimize the objective function.
As mentioned above, 

 !" # $%$%&'" , where retrieval time only depends on

storage assignment but waiting time is related to the queuing policy and its formula
contains retrieval time. Thus, this optimization problem is a joint optimization problem,
which requires optimizing storage assignment and queuing policy at the same time. Due
to the complexity of this joint optimization problem, we will firstly propose Priority
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Based Turn-over Rate storage assignment method and Priority Based Weighted Queuing
policy to solve assignment problem and queuing policy respectively and separately.
Then, artificial intelligence algorithm will be used to solve the joint optimization problem
given the waiting time formula under Priority Based Weighted Queuing policy.
Firstly, we spilt the problem into two sub-problems:

    
       


Given a set of

 , which is the multiplication of arrival rates of incoming orders and their

charging price, from all classes of customers, the first sub-problem is how to minimize
the weighted average retrieval time gain and the second sub-problem is how to minimize
the weighted average waiting time gain for all customers. Firstly, we will handle

 !     , denoted as retrieval time utility function. To minimize this
utility function, we design a Priority-Based assignment method.
3.2

Priority Based Turn-over Rate Storage Assignment Method

This section will propose a heuristic storage assignment method named Priority Based
Turn-over Rate (PBTR) to minimize the following retrieval time utility function with
constraints, based on the previous assumptions:
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/
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According to the retrieval time calculation function, given an assigned position of an
item, it can be calculated that the value of the objective function of a specific item
assigned to a specific position. For example, for product 1, given the requested arrival
rate of each class of customers, and supposing it is assigned to the 1st of 1st shelf, its
value ' 2  3 under retrieval time utility function can be calculated as follows:

' 2  3


  %4564789
:;<44 
%4564789

    


Therefore, a cost matrix can be generated, that contains the values of each product being
assigned to each slot, given the arrival rate of each class of customers for ordering each
kind of product, under the retrieval time utility function:
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To find the minimum value of retrieval time utility function is to find the optimal one to
one perfect assignment that minimizes the sum of all costs given the previous cost matrix.
We start from using the well-known Hungarian Algorithm, which has been widely
accepted for performing one to one matching that can yield optimal results under given
cost matrix. The algorithm is used to calculate the optimal assignment of all products,
given arrival rate of them from different classes of customers, with the objective of
minimizing the retrieval time utility function. Though Hungarian Algorithm has reduced
the computational complexity of assignment problem from 
represents the total kinds of products in our problem, as

 to  , where n

is increased to more than 400,

the time for calculation under Python environment has been increased to more than half
an hour. However, for a large size warehouse, the number of total kinds of products is
usually larger than 1000, thus, such a low efficient calculation is not applicable in reality.
In response to this challenge, a heuristic storage assignment method, Priority Weighted
Turn-Over Rate storage assignment method (PBTR) is developed to achieve the same
optimal result as Hungarian Algorithm but has much lower computational complexity
and thus it is more scalable than Hungarian Algorithm.
PBTR is described as follows:
(1) Sort the product (denoted by  ) by their total weighted arrival rates



   by descendent.

(2) Assign those products according to their sorted rank, to the available storage
location that are closest to the loading zone. The higher a product  
closer it will be placed to the loading zone.
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PBTR is a greedy algorithm that follows the problem solving heuristic of making the
locally optimal choice at each stage. For this optimization problem, the retrieval time
utility function:

     has only one kind of variables,   ,

which is related to the storage assignment. Consider the product that has the highest value
of total weighted arrival rate

   , denoted as !" , it will achieve

the lowest value of utility function if

  is optimized, by assigning that !"

to the closest area to the loading zone. Then, the product which has the second highest

# $%&' ()*+'% ,-(.+ )/ .%$($%0 /.12%$)1 *$(( 3+

total weighted arrival rate is considered

achieved if it is assigned the closet location to the loading zone that is still available. The
assignment process will continue, by doing local optimal for each product.
Actually, the classical assignment method, full turn-over rate assignment method, as
described in section 2.1, is also a greedy algorithm which has been proved in practice that
it will almost always achieve optimality. PBTR is an improvement of the classical
assignment method. PBTR considers the classes of customers who order the products and
thus provide service levels for different classes of customers.
To compare the computational time between the proposed method and Hungarian
Algorithm, experiments are performed under Python environment. The results of
experiments are shown in Figure 3.2.1.
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3.3

Priority Based Weighted Queuing Policy

The other aspect of service level based response in warehouse automation system is the

  

  orders in queues. Based on the previous discussion, the

objective of order processing policy is to minimize the waiting time utility function:

      !"#

$%
Based on the previous assumptions, the warehouse automation system has in total &'& (

)  * kinds of orders. The order set is the multiplication of the set of classes and the set of
orders, which has already contained the information of different classes of customers. To
provide differentiated service level based response to different classes of customers, this
thesis proposes Priority Based Weighted Queuing (PBWQ) policy, which is described as
follows:
(1) Each AGV has its own queue, the system has N queues in total.
(2) All orders are served under First Come First Serve policy in each queue.
(3) Orders from +

, ' is distributed to the queue of AGV - , . with probability

/# 0 1.
(4) For any order +
Figure 3.3.1 5

, ', 2$3 /# ( 4.

  6  7  8

under the control of PBWQ. 9

 6 :;<=  

M/G/1 system with incoming orders from all queues (with different probabilities) and
with service rates related to the average travel distance of the requested products. The
logic of formulating this weighted queuing system is to firstly formulate each M/G/1
system, and then we will have a closed loop function of the expected waiting time and
expected service time of each AGV. Then, the linear combination is applied to the
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expected waiting time and expected service time function of each AGV to formulate the
expected waiting time and expected service time of each kind of order.

Figure 3.3.1 Orders flow under PBWQ
As explained in Figure 3.3.2, the overall arrival rate of the orders at AGV  



  


Figure 3.3.2 Total arrival rate of each AGV

is:
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In this section, we only focus on the queuing policy. Thus, for each order   , the
expected service time



is given and deterministic, based on the storage assignment

result. As explained in Figure 3.3.2, the service time at AGV    is the conditional
expectation of the service time



of each order  


with probability   . Thus, the


expected service time of AGV    is:

   


   




According to the queuing stability condition, the total arrival rate of AGV    should
be less than its expected service rate:



!  "

#  

Since the service time is deterministic, which is only related to the location of product,
the second moment of expected service time is:

$ % &  


   
 %



For a given AGV   , since it is a M/G/1 system, the average waiting time in the
queue is (Ross, 1981):

  $ % &
' 
() *    +
After applying linear combination formula of the expected waiting time and expected
service time function of each AGV, the average waiting time for order # 
formulated as follows:

,-./.01    '
2

can be
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By now, we have the closed loop function of the expected waiting time of each kind of
order. Thus, the objective function and constraints of waiting time utility function are
summarized as follows:
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As it can be seen in the formulation, this optimization problem has a complicated
expression, with large number of variables. Suppose the warehouse can store 400
products and have 3 classes of customers, then there are 1200 kinds of orders coming to
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the warehouse automation system. Let us assume that there are 12 AGVs serving in the
warehouse, then the variables   has the scale of 14400. Thus, this is a complicated and
large scale optimization problem. Hence, Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is applied
to solve it.
Simulated annealing is a method for finding a good but not necessarily perfect solution to
an optimization problem. It is inspired by the analogy to annealing in solids. The idea of
SA was raised by Metropolis et al. in 1953 (Metropolis et al., 1953). The authors put
forward an algorithm that simulated the cooling process of material in a heat bath, which
is known as annealing. The rate of cooling during annealing process affects the structural
properties of the solid. If the cooling rate is slow enough, large crystals will be formed.
However, if the cooling rate is too fast, the crystals will contain imperfections.



   simulates the material as a system of particles. It simulates

cooling process by gradually lowering the temperature of the system until it reaches a
steady, frozen state.
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983) applied 

   to solve optimization problems

in 1982. They made an analogy between the process of simulated annealing and the
process of searching for feasible solutions and converging to an optimal solution.
Same as the annealing process, SA has an indicator for the temperature and system state,
denoted by  and  respectively. The temperature affects the acceptance probability
which will be introduced later, and the system state represent the feasible solution for the
optimization problem. Starting from an initial temperature  and an initial system state

 , SA keeps searching for neighbouring state and deciding whether move to
neighbouring state or not. The temperature  of the system will drop after searching the
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neighbouring state for 

 times. The decrease of temperature  is affected by the

cooling rate  . The search will stop until the system reaches a state that is good enough
for the application or the minimum temperature   is reached.
At each step of search, SA considers the cost  of the neighbouring state  and the
cost   of current state . The cost is calculated by the given objective function of the
optimization problem. If  is better than   , then move to state  . However, if 
is worse than   , SA uses acceptance probability to decide whether move the system to
state  or stay in state . If the acceptance probability is larger than a randomly generated
number between 0 and 1, then move to the state  .
The following pseudo code presents the SA algorithm for minimization problem.

 Let 

  

 While     :
 
 While     :
 Pick a random neighboring state  , calculate its cost 
 Calculate the cost of current state , denoted by  
 If     , let  
 Else, if 


!
 "#$%&' ()*, let  

  +
  ,
 Output: final state
acceptance probability (Dowsland, K.A. et al., 2012) is defined as follow:

The
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This equation is always larger than 1 when the new solution is better (has a lower cost)
than the old one. Thus, we will always move to the new solution under this circumstance.
When the new solution is worse than the old one, acceptance probability will be smaller
than 1. It will be even smaller as the temperature decreases. This means that SA is more
likely to accept only a sort of worse move than the really worse move, and is more likely
to accept them in the earlier state, when the temperature is high. Because of the
acceptance probability, SA has the advantage of skipping local optimal with allowing
worse moves (lesser quality) to be taken some of the time (Dowsland, K.A., 1995).
This thesis applies the above SA algorithm to solve the optimization problem of PBWQ,
where the system state  represents a specific set of  , the cost of state  is calculated
by the objective function given.
3.4

Joint Optimization of Storage Assignment and Queuing Policy

To achieve better performance of the system, as discussed in section 3.1.3, the joint
optimization of storage assignment and queuing policy should be solved. Under the
formulation of PBWQ policy, we remove the assumption that expected service time


 of

each order each order    is given and make them as variables that related to the
storage assignment. Hence, the joint optimization problem can be summarized as follows:

 ! ) * +
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This joint optimization is even more complicated than the optimization problem of
PBWQ because there are two types of variables in it. One of them is   , which is a set
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of continuous variables. The other is 

  , which is a set of binary variables. Hence, this

thesis applies Alternating Minimization (AM) method, which is a widely used and
empirically successful heuristic (Jain, P et al., 2013) that solve the optimization problem
with two types of variables (Niesen, U. et al., 2009). The following pseudo code presents
the process of solving this joint optimization problem by AM method:
Let

                    

Let 

        

Let 



While 

 ! "#$ % 

or 

&  :

Let 

  "#$

Let

   '() *+   

Let

     '() *+     

Let "#$
Let 
Output:

 ,      -

.
     

The basic idea of AM method is to firstly fix one set of variables, and find the optimized
solution of the other set of variables. Then, fix the set variables that just have been
optimized and find the optimized solution of the other set of variables. This iteration
keeps going until the maximum times of iteration  is reached or the difference
between new solution and old solution is smaller than a predefined threshold value  .
Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is applied to find the solution of each set of
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variables in each iteration of AM method, where the system state  represents a specific
set of

 and  , the cost of state  is calculated by the objective function given

above.
3.5

Summary

This chapter formulates the mathematical model of service level based response under
stochastic incoming orders from different classes of customers, within the warehouse
automation system using AGVs. Utility function for measuring service level based
response is proposed and two sub-problems for service level based response are defined
according to the utility function. Priority Based Turn-Over Rate storage assignment
method and Priority-Based Weighted Queuing policy are proposed to address those two
sub-problems accordingly, with the objective of providing differentiated expected service
levels to customers with differentiated needs with the resource constraints of the
warehouse automation system. Due to the complexity of optimizing PBWQ policy,
Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm is applied to solve it. Formulation of the joint
optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ policy is given. Due to its complexity,
Alternating Minimization (AM) method and SA algorithm are applied to solve the joint
optimization problem.
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CHAPTER 4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this chapter, experiments are performed to evaluate the proposed storage assignment
method (PBTR), order processing policy (PBWQ), and the joint optimization of storage
assignment and PBWQ policy by comparing them with baseline assignment method,
order processing policy and the combination of them respectively, based on the previous
assumptions of the warehouse automation system.
4.1

Performance Evaluation of PBTR Assignment Method

The performance evaluation of PBTR storage assignment method is performed by
comparing PBTR with the classical Turn-over Rate storage assignment method under
different experiment settings. System performance is measured by the retrieval time
utility function given in section 3.2, which is the overall weighted retrieval time of all the
orders. All experiments in this section are performed using the Python environment with
the baseline settings shown in Table 4.1.1.
The setting of difference orders assumes that different classes of customers have
different preferences for different products. For example, class 1 customers will order
more if the ID of a product is larger, while class 2 customers will order less. This set of
      

 .
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For comparison, another set of order frequencies  are generated randomly by the
triangular distribution with the range of (0,10) and peak of 5. This set of orders are
referred   random o .
For randomly generated order frequencies, experiments are performed 100 times and the
average performance of both methods are used for comparison.
Table 4.1.1 Baseline settings for performance evaluation of PBTR
Parameters
Number of classes

Value
2, where class 2 customers have higher
priority than class 1 customers.
Difference orders:


Order frequencies 

  

    
      
  !"  #   "


 


 





 $ %

Random orders:
generated randomly by the triangular distribution

Price function

with the range of (0,10) and peak of 5.
&'  '

Number of rows

50

Number of shelves

50

Replication of experiments

100

Several series of experiments have been performed by only changing a specific parameter
while keeping all the remaining parameters the same as the baseline settings. The
improvement of system performance (in percentage) is measured by the retrieval time
utility function given in section 3.2, which is the overall weighted retrieval time of all the
orders.
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The results of the first series of experiments is presented in Table 4.1.2 and Table 4.1.3.
In the first series of experiments, all the parameters except the number of classes of
customers remain the same as the baseline settings mentioned above.
Table 4.1.2 System performance improvement as the number of classes change (under
baseline settings, difference orders)
Number of Classes

Improvement of system performance

1

0%

2

23.19%

Table 4.1.3 System performance improvement as number of classes change (under
baseline settings, random orders)

Number of Classes

Improvement of system
performance

1

0

2

2.01%

3

3.81%

4

4.91%

Table 4.1.2 shows that when the system has two classes of customers, PBTR has the
improvement of 23.19% in system performance compared with the classical method.
Obviously when there is only one class, there is no difference in system performance
between these two methods.
Table 4.1.3 shows that under the input orders generated randomly, the improvement of
system performance will increase as the number of classes increase. However, even
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though the improvement of performance is only 2.01% with two classes of customers,
Table 4.1.4 still shows that the performance of the proposed assignment method has
significant improvement compared with the classical assignment method.
Though the testing scenario for the input orders generated purposely have a maximum of
two classes of customers, its improvement in system performance is much higher than the
improvement under the randomly generated orders. This shows that as different classes of
customers have more product preferences, PBTR will have a higher improvement in
system performance.
Table 4.1.4 Pairwise t-test results for PBTR and Turn-over rate method as number of
classes change (under baseline settings, randomly generated order frequencies)
Improvement of system

P-value for pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

1

0

1

2

2.01%



  *

3

3.81%



  *

4

4.91%



  *

Number of Classes

* indicates significant difference
In the second series of experiments, all the parameters except the number of shelves
remain the same as the baseline settings mentioned above.
Figure 4.1.1 shows the results of the experiments. Under the input of difference orders, as
the number of shelves change from 1 to 50, the improvement of system performance by
PBTR compared with the classical method changes from 22.16% to 23.17%. Under the
input of randomly generated orders, the improvement of system performance changes
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from 1.95% to 1.88%. The results show that changing the number of shelves will not
significantly affect the improvement of system performance. It can be observed from the
figure that increasing the number of shelves has an upper bound of improvement. This is
because the retrieval time only depends on which row we have assigned the item. Hence,
the above experiments are performed again by fixing the number of rows to 100 (rather
than 50, as mentioned in the baseline settings).

Figure 4.1.1 System performance improvement as number of shelves change under
baseline settings (left side: difference orders input, right side: random orders input)

Figure 4.1.2 System performance improvement as number of shelves change and number
of rows fixed at 100 under baseline settings (left side: difference orders input, right side:
random orders input)
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Figure 4.1.2 shows that after fixing the number of rows to 100, the upper bound of the
improvement of system performance by changing the number of shelves has been
increased to 23.91% under the difference orders input and 2.02% under the random
orders input.
Table 4.1.5 shows the pairwise t-test results as the number of shelves change under
baseline settings. The results show significant differences between the PBTR assignment
method and the Turn-over rate assignment method as the number of shelves become
larger than 5.
Table 4.1.5 Pairwise t-test results for PBTR and Turn-over rate method as number of
shelves change (under baseline settings, randomly generated order frequencies)
Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

1

1.95%

0.07

5

1.89%

0.02

10

1.86%

 

 *

20

1.92%



  *

30

1.89%





*

40

1.88%





*

50

1.88%



Number of shelves

  *

* indicates significant difference
In the third series of experiments, all the parameters except the number of rows remain
the same as the baseline settings mentioned above.
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The results of the experiments are shown in Figure 4.1.3. Under the input of difference
orders, as the number of rows change from 1 to 100, the improvement of system
performance changes from 0% to 23.90%. Under the input of randomly generated orders,
the improvement of system performance changes from 0% to 1.98%. Compared with the
results of experiments that change the number of shelves, these results show that
increasing the number of rows will significantly affect the improvement of system
performance.
However, as it can be seen from the left side of Figure 4.1.3, the performance
improvement will stagnate when the number of rows becomes larger than 80 and has an
upper bound of 25% under the input of different order frequencies. It can also be
observed from the right side of Figure 4.1.3 that under the input of randomly generated
order frequencies, the improvement has an upper bound of 2%. This is because the price
function 

and total number of classes of the baseline settings limit the highest

improvement that we can achieve by the PBTR assignment method compared with the
classical method.

Figure 4.1.3 System performance improvement as number of rows change under baseline
settings (left side: difference orders input, right side: random orders input)
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The pairwise t-test results are shown in Table 4.1.6, which show significant differences in
system performance between the PBTR and the classical assignment method, as the
number of rows become larger than 5.
Table 4.1.6 Pairwise t-test results for PBTR and Turn-over rate method as number of
rows change (under baseline settings, randomly generated order frequencies)
Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

1

0%

1

5

1.00%

0.04

8

1.28%

 

10

1.47%



  *
  *

20

1.61%





40

1.76%



80

1.98%

 

Number of rows

*

  *
  *

* indicates significant difference
Based on the above discussion, additional experiments are performed by fixing the price
function to     and    respectively (rather than     , as mentioned in the
baseline settings), and changing the number of rows under the baseline settings.
Figure 4.1.4 and Figure 4.1.5 show that changing the price function can indeed affect the
upper bound of system performance improvement. When the price function is fixed as

    , the upper bound of improvement by changing the number of rows under
baseline settings increases to 40% under difference orders input and 5% under random
orders input. When the price function is fixed as    , the upper bound increases to
31% and 3.5% under difference orders input and random orders input respectively.
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Figure 4.1.4 System performance improvement as number of rows change under baseline
settings with price function 

 (left side: difference orders input, right side: random

orders input)

Figure 4.1.5 System performance improvement as number of rows change under baseline
settings with price function 

 (left side: difference orders input, right side: random

orders input)
In the fourth series of experiments, all the parameters except the price functions remain
the same as the baseline settings mentioned above.
Figure 4.1.6 shows the performance improvements of different price functions under the
baseline settings of experiments. Since we only have two classes of customers in the
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baseline settings, the polynomial function with highest power ( 

 ) dominates other

price functions in regards to performance improvement. This function indicates the
largest price difference between the two classes of customers, and will have the most
significant influence on the final value of the retrieval time utility function.
However, it can be predicted that as the number of classes increase, the factorial price
function( 

) will finally dominate other price functions.

Table 4.1.7 shows the results of the pairwise t-tests comparing the PBTR and the classical
Turn-over assignment method, under different price functions of the baseline settings.
Though under some price functions, the improvement of system performance is small, the
pairwise t-tests still show significant differences in system performance between the
PBTR and the classical assignment method.

Figure 4.1.6 System performance improvement as price function change under baseline
settings (left side: difference orders input, right side: random orders input)
To conclude, the results of experiments show that the PBTR assignment method has
significant improvement in reducing overall weighted retrieval time, compared with the
classical assignment method, under the settings that there are more than one class of
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customers and more than five rows and shelves in the warehouse automation system.
With the assumption that different classes of customers have different preference for
products, PBTR assignment method has 23.90% improvement compared with the
classical assignment method. Comparing the results under the inputs of difference orders
and random orders, it can be concluded that as different classes of customers have more
diversified needs for products, PBTR assignment method becomes more powerful in
reducing the overall weighted retrieval time than classical assignment method.
Table 4.1.7 Pairwise t-test results for PBTR and Turn-over rate method as price function
change (under baseline settings, randomly generated order frequencies)
Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

1.88%

   *

1.01%

   *

3.06%

   *

4.89%

   *

Price function














6.11%

   *





1.01%

   *

* indicates significant difference

4.2

Performance Evaluation of PBWQ Policy

To compare the performance of the PBWQ policy optimized by Simulated Annealing
(SA) algorithm with the performance of the classical FCFS policy, which is widely
adopted in the previous research, several experiments are performed based on the same
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storage assignment result, with the objective function and constraints given in section 3.3.
System performance is measured by the objective function, which is the overall weighted
waiting time of all orders. The experiments are performed in Matlab environment, with
the baseline settings shown in Table 4.2.1.
Table 4.2.1 Baseline settings for performance evaluation of PBWQ
Parameters
Number of classes

Order frequencies 

Price function

Value
3, the higher the class number, the higher the
priority of the class

Generated randomly by the triangular distribution
with the range of (0, 6) and peak of 3.





Number of rows

20

Number of shelves

10

Number of AGVs

15

Replication of experiments

50

Different series of experiments are performed. The value of utility function for
comparison is the average value of all experiments of the same series. To calculate the
value of objective function under the FCFS policy, we need to calculate the average
waiting time under the FCFS policy. However, since the system has multiple servers with
exponential arrival rate of orders but with general distribution of service rate, there is no
exact closed loop formula for calculating the average waiting time under FCFS policy.
Hence, the performance of the PBWQ policy with equal queuing assignment probability
is used for representing the performance of the FCFS policy. The additional mathematical
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constraint of the PBWQ policy with equal queuing assignment probability is shown as
follows:



          

This equation means that all kinds of orders are assigned to each AGV with no
preference, which is equivalent to the FCFS policy when the traffic intensity is high
enough.
The results of the first series of experiments are presented in Figure 4.2.1 and Figure
4.2.2. As shown in the figures, under the baseline settings, where the number of AGVs is
15, the PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm can improve the system performance
by 18.16%, compared with FCFS policy.
In the first series of experiments, we change the number of AGVs. As shown in Figure
4.2.2 and Table 4.2.2, as the number of AGVs increases to 16, the improvement
decreases to 16.44%. When the number of AGVs further increases to 17, the
improvement of system performance further decreases to 14.98%. It can be concluded
that the improvement of the PBWQ policy compared with the FCFS policy will decrease
as the number of AGVs increases. This is because the less number of AGVs indicates that
the higher probability that an order will wait in the queue. Thus, the value of the waiting
time utility function will become relatively higher compared with the circumstances that
there are enough AGVs for serving orders. Therefore, the PBWQ policy will have a
higher improvement when there are less AGVs.
Even though the more AGVs serving in the system indicates lower chance of an order
waiting in the queue, when the number of AGVs increases to 21, the PBWQ policy
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optimized by SA algorithm still has 10.51% improvement in system performance
compared with the FCFS policy, as shown in Table 4.2.2.

Figure 4.2.1 System performance of PBWQ and FCFS as number of AGVs change under
baseline settings

Figure 4.2.2 System performance improvement as number of AGVs change under
baseline settings (PBWQ compared with FCFS)
Table 4.2.2 shows the pairwise t-test results for comparing the PBWQ policy optimized
by SA algorithm and the FCFS policy. The results show significant improvement of
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system performance when the PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm is applied to the
system, compared with FCFS policy under all testing scenarios.
Table 4.2.2 Pairwise t-test results for PBWQ and FCFS as number of AGVs change
under baseline settings

Number of AGVs

Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

15

18.16%



  *

16

16.44%



  *

17

14.98%

 

 *

18

13.58%



 *

19

12.36%



 *

20

11.22%



 *

21

10.51%



 *

* indicates significant difference
In the second series of experiments, we change the price function of the system, under the
baseline settings. As shown in Figure 4.2.3, Figure 4.2.3 and Table 4.2.3, when

   , the improvement of system performance is 12.51%; when
    , the improvement increases to 18.16%; when
   , the improvement further increases to 24.50%. It can be concluded that as price
function indicates more prices differences among different classes of customers, the
improvement of the PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm compared with the FCFS
policy will increase. This is because the idea of the PBWQ policy is to differentiated the
average waiting time among different classes of customers, the more price differences
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among different classes of customers, the more improvement that will be brought by
applying the PBWQ policy, compared with the FCFS policy.

Figure 4.2.3 System performance of PBWQ and FCFS as price function change under
baseline settings

Figure 4.2.4 System performance improvement under as price function change under
baseline settings (PBWQ compared with FCFS)
Among four scenarios under different price functions, when 

 , the largest price

differences among different class of customers are introduced to the system. Thus, under
this price function setting, the PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm has the largest
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improvement in system performance, 24.50%, compared with the FCFS policy. Table
4.2.3 shows the pairwise t-test results for comparing the PBWQ policy and the FCFS
policy under different price functions. The results show significant differences in system
performance between these two policies, under all testing scenarios.
Table 4.2.3 Pairwise t-test results for PBWQ and FCFS as price function change under
baseline settings

Price function

Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)





17.79%

  

*





12.51%

  

*





18.16%

  

*





24.50%

  

 *

* indicates significant difference

Figure 4.2.5 System performance of PBWQ and FCFS as number of rows change under
baseline settings
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In the third series of experiments, we change the number of rows in system, under the
baseline settings. The results of experiments are shown in Figure 4.2.5, Error! R
eference source not found. and Table 4.2.4. When the number of rows is only 15, the
improvement of the system performance is 9.41%. As the number of rows increase to 16,
the improvement of the system performance increases to 10.89%. When the number of
rows increase to 17, the improvement of the system performance further increases to
12.51%. It can be concluded that as the number of rows increase, the improvement of the
system performance by the PBWQ policy compared with the FCFS policy also increases.
This is because the increase of the number of rows means that we will have more
products stored in the warehouse, indicating the increase of the incoming orders, which
leads to the higher probability that an order will be waiting in the queue because the

Figure 4.2.6 System performance improvement as number of rows change under baseline
settings (PBWQ compared with FCFS)
  



             

higher compared with the circumstances that there are less orders waiting to be served.
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Furthermore, increasing the number of rows also indicates the increase of retrieval time
for the products stored at the farthest row, which also contributes to longer retrieval time
for those orders and longer waiting time for the rest.
Table 4.2.4 shows the pairwise t-test results for comparing PBWQ and FCFS policy
under different number of rows. The results show significant differences in system
performance between PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm and FCFS policy, under
all testing scenarios.
Table 4.2.4 Pairwise t-test results for PBWQ and FCFS as number of rows changes under
baseline settings

Number of rows

Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)

15

9.41%

 

  *

16

10.89%



  *

17

12.51%



  *

18

14.35%



  *

19

16.40%



  *

20

18.15%



  *

* indicates significant difference
In general, the improvement of the PBWQ policy compared with the FCFS policy will
become higher as system traffic become heavier (increasing the number of incoming
orders or decreasing number of AGVs). Thus, the PBWQ policy becomes more and more
powerful than the FCFS policy as system resources becomes more and more limited.
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Furthermore, the price function also affects the improvement by introducing different
levels of prices differences among different classes of customers.
4.3

Performance Evaluation of Joint Optimization

In this section, system performance of applying Alternating Minimization method
combined with Simulated Annealing algorithm to the joint optimization problem is
compared with the baseline system. The joint optimization problem is to joint optimize
the storage assignment and PBWQ policy. The baseline system is the combination of the
Turn-over Rate storage assignment method and the FCFS policy. The objective function
and constraints are given in section 3.4. System performance is measured by the objective
function, which is the overall weighted processing time of all orders. Several experiments
are performed under Matlab environment, with baseline settings shown in Table 4.3.1.
Table 4.3.1 Baseline settings for performance evaluation of PBWQ
Parameters
Number of classes

Order frequencies 

Price function

Value
3, the higher the class number, the higher the
priority of the class

Generated randomly by the triangular distribution
with the range of (0, 6) and peak of 3.





Number of rows

20

Number of shelves

10

Number of AGVs

15

Replication of experiments

50
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Different series of experiments are performed. The value of utility function for
comparison is the average value of all experiments in the same series.
In the first series of experiments, we change the number of AGVs, under the baseline
settings. Under the baseline settings, where the number of AGVs is 15, joint optimization
of the storage assignment and PBWQ policy by AM method combined with SA
algorithm has 19.64% improvement in system performance, as shown in Table 4.3.2.
It can be seen from Figure 4.3.1 and Figure 4.3.2 that as the number of AGVs decrease,
the improvement of system performance by joint optimization compared with the
baseline system will increase. This is because the less number of AGVs indicates that the
higher probability that an order will be waiting in the queue, thus, the value of waiting
time utility function will become relatively higher compared with the circumstances that
there are enough AGVs for serving orders. Therefore, the joint optimization of the
storage assignment and PBWQ policy will have better improvement when there are less
AGVs. As the number of AGVs increase to 21, the improvement of system performance
will drop to 13.24%.
Even though the more AGVs serving in the system indicates the lower improvement of
system performance, when the number of AGVs increase to 21, joint optimization of
storage assignment and the PBWQ policy still has 13.24% improvement in system
performance compared with the baseline system, as shown in Table 4.3.2.
Compared with the results shown in section 4.2, joint optimization of the storage
assignment and PBWQ policy has higher improvement than purely optimizing the
PBWQ policy. This is because compared with the baseline system, the storage
assignment is also optimized, which further improves the system performance.
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Figure 4.3.1 System performance of joint optimization and baseline system as number of
AGVs change under baseline settings

Figure 4.3.2 System performance improvement as number of AGVs change under
baseline settings (joint optimization compared with baseline system)
As the pair wise t-test results shown in Table 4.3.2, the improvement of system
performance brought by applying joint optimization of the storage assignment and
PBWQ policy is significant, compared with the baseline system under all testing
scenarios.
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Table 4.3.2 Pairwise t-test results for joint optimization and baseline system as number of
AGVs change under baseline settings

Number of AGVs

Improvement of system
performance

P-value of pairwise t-test
results (95% confidence
level)

15

19.64%

 

  *

16

18.20%



  *

17

16.76%

 



18

15.45%



  *

19

14.34%



  *

20

13.65%



  *

21

13.24%

 

  *

*

* indicates significant difference
In the second series of experiments, we change the price function of the system, under the
baseline settings. As shown inFigure 4.2.3 Figure 4.3.3 and Figure 4.3.4, when    ,
the improvement of system performance is 16.00%; when    , the improvement
increases to 19.64%; when     , the improvement further increases to 26.86%. It can
be concluded that, as price function introduces more price differences among different
classes of customers, the improvement of joint optimizing the storage assignment and
PBWQ policy compared with the baseline system will increase. This is because the idea
of the joint optimization is to differentiated the average processing time among different
classes of customers, the more prices differences being introduced among different
classes of customers, the more improvement that will be brought by joint optimizing
storage assignment and the PBWQ policy, compared with the baseline system.
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Among all price functions, when 

 , the joint optimization of the storage

assignment and PBWQ policy has the highest improvement of system performance,
which is 26.86%, compared with the baseline system.

Figure 4.3.3 System performance of joint optimization and baseline system as price
function changes under baseline settings
The results of pairwise t-test are shown in Table 4.3.3. The improvement of system
performance brought by applying joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ
policy is significant under all testing scenarios.

Figure 4.3.4 System performance improvement as price function changes under baseline
settings (joint optimization compared with baseline system)
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Table 4.3.3 Pairwise t-test results for joint optimization and baseline system as price
function changes under baseline settings

Price function

Improvement of system

P-value of pairwise t-test

performance

(95% confidence level)





20.42%

  

*





15.99%

  

 *





19.64%

  

 *





26.86%

  

 *

* indicates significant difference
To conclude, the improvement of joint optimization of the storage assignment and
PBWQ policy compared with the baseline system is affected by the traffic density and the
price function of the system. On one hand, the heavier traffic will lead to the higher
possibility that an order will be waiting in the queue, which makes the system has more
need for differentiating service levels for different classes of customers by the PBWQ
policy. That is to say, as the resources of the system become more limited, the PBWQ
policy become more powerful for satisfying the customers according to their priorities.
On the other hand, the larger the prices differences occur among different classes of
customers, introduced by the price function, the more gain for differentiating service
levels by the joint optimizing the storage assignment and PBWQ policy.
4.4

Summary

This chapter presents the results of experiment of applying PBTR assignment method and
PBWQ policy separately and joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ policy
to the warehouse automation system.
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For PBTR assignment method, the results of experiments show that it can have
significant impact on system performance when different classes of customers have
different needs for products, under the measurement of the retrieval time utility function.
For randomly generated orders, PBTR still slightly improves the system performance by
1.98% under the baseline settings and the results of pairwise t-test show that the
improvement is still significant as long as the total number of products stored in
warehouse is large enough.
As for PBWQ policy, the results of experiments show that the proposed policy has
significant impact on system performance under the measurement of the waiting time
utility function, especially when the system traffic becomes heavier and the price
function introduces larger differences of charging prices among different classes of
customers. Under the baseline settings, PBWQ policy optimized by SA algorithm
improves the system performance by 18.15% compared with FCFS policy.
The results of experiments also demonstrate that joint optimizing the storage assignment
and PBWQ policy can increase the overall service levels of all classified customers,
compared with the baseline system which combines the classical Turn-over rate storage
assignment method and FCFS policy. Under the baseline settings, joint optimization of
storage assignment and PBWQ by AM method combined with SA algorithm improves
the system performance by 19.64% compared with the baseline system. The
improvement of system performance is affected by the system traffic and the price
function.
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Based on the results of the above experiments, the design recommendations for the
warehouse automation system are given as follows, with the consideration of
computational time and the possible improvement of system performance:
1) When the system resources are not limited and the total number of products are
large enough, only apply PBTR assignment method to differentiate retrieval time
for different kinds of orders. For example, the number of AGVs are far more than
enough for serving the incoming orders or the incoming orders are so less that the
system has excessive AGVs. Under these circumstances, the waiting time is
negligible for all orders, while the retrieval time is the major component of the
total processing time of each order.
2) When the system resources are limited but the total number of products are pretty
less, only apply the PBWQ policy to differentiate waiting time of different kinds
of order. For example, a small warehouse automation system with only 50
products and there is not much difference in retrieval time among different
products stored in different locations. Under this circumstances, the waiting time
in queue is the major component of the total processing time of each order.
3) When the system resources are limited and the total number of products are large
enough, apply the joint optimization of the storage assignment and PBWQ policy
to differentiate processing time of different kinds of orders.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This chapter summarizes the entire master thesis and discusses future directions of
extending the current research.
5.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, in response to the emerging needs for differentiated service levels in the
supply network, the notion of differentiated service levels for different classes of
customers is introduced to the operation process of the warehouse automation systems,
which is the most critical point of the supply network. To satisfy different expected
service levels of different classes of customers with the resource constraints in the
warehouse automation system, four research questions are proposed.
To answer research question 1, the utility function is built to represent the weighted
average gain of customers within a period of time. The utility function can be further
broken down into two sub-functions, waiting time utility function and the retrieval time
utility function. These two sub-functions actually represent two measurements of service
levels of customers. The first sub-function measures how much time will a class of
customers wait until an AGV is assigned to serve their orders. The second sub-function
measures how long should they wait for the AGV retrieving their orders. The first subfunction has never been deeply researched in warehouse automation system, all the
previous research works use the default First-Come-First-Serve order processing policy.
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Though the second sub-function has been widely explored, the previous research works
have never considered the differentiated services levels for different classes of customers.
Thus, the proposed utility function incorporates the thought of differentiated service
levels in the warehouse automation system and lays a solid foundation for answering the
following research questions in this thesis.
In response to research question 2, Priority Based Turn-over Rate (PBTR) method is
developed. PBTR optimized the weighted retrieval time of all classes of customers, under
the context of differentiated service levels. The results of experiments presented in
Chapter 4 show that PBTR can largely improve the system performance by 23.90%,
when different classes of customers have different needs for products, under the baseline
settings of experiments. When different classes of customers have almost the same need
for each product, PBTR can still slightly improve the system performance by 1.98%
under the baseline settings of experiments.
To answer research question 3, Priority Based Weighted Queuing (PBWQ) policy is
proposed. In this thesis, PBWQ policy is applied to minimized the total weighted waiting
time among all classes of users. Compared with FCFS policy, which is assumed in
previous literature, PBWQ policy optimized by Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm has
significant improvement in system performance by 18.16%, as presented in Chapter 4.
The heavier the traffic in the warehouse automation system is, the higher the
improvement of system performance will be brought by PBWQ policy. On the other
hand, the larger the differences of paid prices occur among different classes of customers,
introduced by the price function, the more gain will be brought by differentiating service
levels using PBWQ policy.
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To answer research question 4, joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ
policy by Alternating Minimization (AM) method combined with SA algorithm is
applied to compared with the baseline system. The baseline system applies both classic
turn-over rate assignment method and First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) policy. The results
of experiments show that the joint optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ policy
outperforms the combination of classic storage assignment method and FCFS policy, and
the improvement will become higher as the traffic of the system becomes heavier or the
price function introduces larger differences of charging prices among different classes of
customers.
In summary, this thesis further looks into the challenge of maximizing the satisfaction of
differentiated service levels of different classes of users with the resource constraints in
the warehouse automation system. In response to the challenge, PBTR, PBWQ and joint
optimization of storage assignment and PBWQ policy are proposed, developed and
validate in this thesis. The results of experiments prove the validity of proposed methods
and they all show the significant improvement in system performance compared with
classic methods.
5.2

Emerging Challenges and Future Directions

With tremendous growth of online retailers in this Internet era and the trending of intense
price competition, advanced online retailers are focusing more on the ability to provide
customized delivery service within limited resources in the supply network. Future
research and extension of current research should follow this trend and consider more
details of providing differentiated service levels in warehouse automation system. The
following topics under the current research questions are worthwhile exploring.
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(1) RQ1 - Penalty on long waiting time.

 

to add penalty for long waiting

time in utility function. Current research applies PBWQ to maximize the total
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will have higher chance of leaving a system if s/he waits for unreasonable long
time. Overemphasizing on those customers who are willing to pay more for better
services will increase the churn rate of lower class customers, which will decrease
the total number of customers in the future and also ruin the overall satisfaction of
customers.
(2) RQ2 - Pricing strategies on differentiated service levels. As mentioned above,
since allocating more resources to higher class customers will lead to the decrease
of lower class customers, a pricing strategy can be made to define a reasonable
charge on higher class customers in order to compensate the potential lost of
lower class customers in the future. If we think reversely, the research question
can also be: given a certain charge of higher class customers, how much resources
should be allocated to them so as to avoid or limit the potential lost of lower class
customers in future.
(3) RQ3 - Priority Based Assignment Method under more flexible picking plan. In the
current research, for the sake of simplicity and focus on differentiated service
levels of different classes of customers, AGVs are all assumed to only serve one
order every time they are assigned. However, in reality, in order to increase the
service efficiency, AGVs can be assigned to serve more than 1 order at the same
time. Under this assumption, how should we calculate the travel distance of
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AGV? How can we modify the PBTR so as to minimized the weighted pickup
distance for all orders?
New research questions need to be answered as service level based response research
continues to explore new directions. Examples of emerging research questions are as
follows.
(1) How to extend service level based response to the whole supply network?
This thesis only research on the warehouse automation system, which is only a part of
the supply network. It will be a critical problem and challenge to define a new utility
function to measure the service level based response to the customers in the whole
supply network. The new utility function has to include a lot more factors than those
that are considered in warehouse automation system. It should lay a solid foundation
on further research on differentiated service levels in the whole supply network
(2) How to differentiate and optimize overall service levels in the whole supply network?
In warehouse automation system, the resources constraints are the location of
warehouse shelves as well as the available AGVs. If we look into a bigger picture, the
resources constraints in the supply network are more complex than in the warehouse
automation system. For example, the number and kinds of available vehicles, including
trucks, trains and airplane, the number of available delivery men, and the capacity of
warehouse can be parts of the constraints in the supply network that require more effort
in further studies. All those factors make differentiating and optimizing overall service
levels a great challenge.
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Appendix A

Main Function of Joint Optimization

%% initialize environment
clear;
clc;
start = clock;
rounds = 5; % test rounds
iter = 80; % the iter for optimize P&B simulate anneal
baseline_cost = zeros(1,rounds)
joint_cost = zeros(1,rounds)
spmd %parallel computing for statistical test
rand('state', labindex); % Reproduce
for k = 1:rounds
%% initialize params
shelves_M = 10;
rows_J = 20;
customers_D = 3;
agvs_N = 18;
L = 5;
b = 1;
s = 1800;
products_I = shelves_M * rows_J;
orders_O = customers_D * products_I;
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% calculate lambda_o
lower = 0;
upper = 6;
peak = 3;
pd = makedist('Triangular','a',lower,'b',peak,'c',upper);
lambda_o = random(pd, 1, orders_O);
% calculate c_d
c_d = zeros(1, customers_D);
for i = 1:customers_D
c_d(i) = i^2;
end
% calculate w_o
w_o = zeros(1, orders_O);
for i = 1:orders_O
customer_num = floor((i-1) / products_I) + 1;
w_o(i) = lambda_o(i) * c_d(customer_num);
end
%% Package params
param_package.shelves_M = shelves_M;
param_package.rows_J = rows_J;
param_package.customers_D = customers_D;
param_package.products_I = products_I;
param_package.orders_O = orders_O;
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param_package.agvs_N = agvs_N;
param_package.L = L;
param_package.b = b;
param_package.s = s;
param_package.lambda_o = lambda_o;
param_package.c_d = c_d;
param_package.w_o = w_o;
%% initialize P_o_a
P_o_a_0 = ones(orders_O, agvs_N);
P_o_a_0 = P_o_a_0 / sum(P_o_a_0(1,:));
P_o_a_0_baseline = P_o_a_0;

%% Add disturbance to P_o_a_0
for i = 1:orders_O
P_o_a_0(i, :) = P_o_a_0(i, :) .* (1 + (rand(1, agvs_N) - 0.5) * 0.8);
P_o_a_0(i, :) = P_o_a_0(i, :) / sum(P_o_a_0(i, :));
end
%% initialize B solution
B_sol_0.p = randperm(products_I);
B_sol_0.cost = 0;
%% random Strategy with baseline P (uniform distribution)
[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a_0_baseline, B_sol_0);
fprintf('initial cost with random Strategy: %.4f\n', cost);
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%% greedy Strategy with baseline P (uniform distribution) lambda sort
[B_sol_gds_2, flag, products_A_a] = greedyStrategy(param_package,
P_o_a_0_baseline);
fprintf('initial cost with greedy Strategy_2: %.4f\n', B_sol_gds_2.cost);
baseline_cost(1,k) = B_sol_gds_2.cost;
%% initialize object with P (random disturbance)
[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a_0, B_sol_gds_2);
B_sol_0.cost = cost;
fprintf('initial cost with disturbance: %.4f\n', cost);
init_cost = cost;
%% initialize variable
P_o_a = P_o_a_0;
B_sol = B_sol_gds_2;
cost_iter = [init_cost]
%% run the simulate anneal for optimzing P&B
for i = 1:iter
% optimzing P
[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol); % calculate object cost
before optimizing P
B_sol.cost = cost;
all_params = getAllParams(param_package, B_sol, P_o_a); % pack all params to
function params
%fprintf('before optimize P: %.4f\n', cost);
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[ P_o_a, history_cost ] = anneal_3(all_params, P_o_a, B_sol); % optimizing P,
return better P and history cost in the function
% plot(history_cost) % able to print the history cost
[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol); % calculate object cost after
optimizing P
B_sol.cost = cost;
%optimzing B
[ B_sol_iter, history_cost ] = anneal(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol); % optimizing
B, return better B and history cost in the function
B_sol = B_sol_iter;
[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol); % calculate object cost
after optimizing B
% plot(history_cost)
cost_iter = [cost_iter, cost]; % record the cost
fprintf('current iter cost: %.8f\n current iteration: %.2f\n current round: %.2f\n',
cost,i,k);
end
%plot(cost_iter); % print the figure for the cost every iterator
%all_params = getAllParams(param_package, B_sol, P_o_a); % record the all, for
offline check
joint_cost(1,k) = B_sol.cost;
end
end
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dsave stat baseline_cost joint_cost;
%% Display the running time of the program
finish = clock;
fprintf('runing time is %.4fs\n', etime(finish, start));
Appendix B

Simulated Annealing for Optimizing PBWQ

function [ best_sol, history_cost ] = anneal( param_package, P_o_a, B_sol)
%% the params for simulate params
INIT_T = 10;
RATE = 0.96;
FINAL_T = 1E-20;
% tune the params for T iterate to 0 is best
IN_LOOP = 30;
% OUT_LOOP = 200;
OUT_LOOP = 1000;
%% main segment
T = INIT_T;
cur_sol = B_sol;
best_sol = B_sol;
A_t = 0;
history_cost = [B_sol.cost];
while(1)
for i=1:IN_LOOP
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new_sol = getNext(param_package, P_o_a, cur_sol);
delta = new_sol.cost - cur_sol.cost;
if delta < 0.0
cur_sol = new_sol;
if best_sol.cost > cur_sol.cost
best_sol = cur_sol;
history_cost = [history_cost, best_sol.cost];
end
else
rnd = rand();
p = exp(-delta/T);
if p > rnd
cur_sol = new_sol;
end
end
end
A_t = A_t + 1;
if mod(A_t, 40) == 0
fprintf('============iter: %d, T: %.8f, cost:%.8f=============\n', A_t, T,
best_sol.cost);
end
if A_t >= OUT_LOOP || T < FINAL_T
break;
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end
T = T * RATE;
end
end
function [ next_sol ] = getNext(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol)
next_sol = B_sol;
N = length(B_sol.p);
count = 1;
flag = 1;
n = 0;
while flag ~= 0
for i = 1:count
x = unidrnd(N);
y = unidrnd(N);
while x == y
x = unidrnd(N);
y = unidrnd(N);
end

tmp = next_sol.p(x); %randomly change the position of two products
next_sol.p(x) = next_sol.p(y);
next_sol.p(y) = tmp;
end
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if length(find(next_sol.p == 2)) > 1
disp('element repeat error!\n')
end

[cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a, next_sol);
n = n + 1;
next_sol.cost = cost;
if flag ~= 0
next_sol = B_sol;
fprintf('============error, not find the solution, using the
last=============\n');
end
if n > 20
error('message_id', 'cannot find the solution 10 times , abort !')
end

end
end
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Appendix C

Simulated Annealing for Optimizing Storage Assignment

function [ best_P_o_a, history_cost ] = anneal_3( all_params, P_o_a, B_sol)
%% the params for simulate params
INIT_T = 1e-6;
RATE = 0.97;
FINAL_T = 1E-30;
IN_LOOP = 80;
% OUT_LOOP = 200;
OUT_LOOP = 700;
%% main segment
T = INIT_T;
cur_sol = B_sol;
best_sol = B_sol;
cur_P_o_a = P_o_a;
best_P_o_a = P_o_a;
A_t = 0;
history_cost = [B_sol.cost];
while(1)
for i=1:IN_LOOP
[new_P_o_a, new_sol] = getNextP_3(all_params, cur_P_o_a, cur_sol);
% fprintf('---------cost:%.4f----------\n', new_sol.cost);
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% fprintf('---------cost:%.4f----------\n', best_sol.cost);
% delta = (new_sol.cost - cur_sol.cost) * 10000;
delta = (new_sol.cost - cur_sol.cost); % value is too small, Attention !
if delta < 0.0
cur_sol = new_sol;
cur_P_o_a = new_P_o_a;
if best_sol.cost > cur_sol.cost
best_sol = cur_sol;
best_P_o_a = cur_P_o_a;
history_cost = [history_cost, best_sol.cost];
end
else
rnd = rand();
p = exp(-delta/T);
if p > rnd
cur_P_o_a = new_P_o_a;
cur_sol = new_sol;
end
end
end
A_t = A_t + 1;
if mod(A_t, 10) == 0
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fprintf('============iter: %d, T: %.8f, cost:%.8f=============\n', A_t, T,
best_sol.cost);
end
if A_t >= OUT_LOOP || T < FINAL_T
break;
end
T = T * RATE;
end
end
function [B_sol, flag, products_A_a] = greedyStrategy(param_package, P_o_a)
% unpack the params
shelves_M = param_package.shelves_M;
rows_J = param_package.rows_J;
customers_D = param_package.customers_D;
products_I = param_package.products_I;
orders_O = param_package.orders_O;
agvs_N = param_package.agvs_N;
b = param_package.b;
L = param_package.L;
s = param_package.s;
lambda_o = param_package.lambda_o;
w_o = param_package.w_o;
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products_A_a = [];

for i = 1:products_I
products_A_a_i = 0;
for j = 1:customers_D
products_A_a_i = products_A_a_i + lambda_o(i + (j-1)*products_I);
end
products_A_a = [products_A_a, products_A_a_i];
end

% sort arrivate rate of products
[products_A_a, products_A_a_index] = sort(products_A_a, 'descend');
B_sol.p = products_A_a_index;
B_sol.cost = 0;

% calcuate eta_p
eta_p = zeros(1, products_I);
for i=1:products_I
product_num = B_sol.p(i);
[r, h] = getPosition(i, shelves_M);
eta_p(product_num) = ((r-1) * b + L) / s;
end
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% calcuate inv_mu_o
inv_mu_o = zeros(1, orders_O);
for i=1:orders_O
product_num = mod(i - 1, products_I) + 1;
inv_mu_o(i) = eta_p(product_num);
end

A_a = lambda_o * P_o_a;
E_S_a = ((inv_mu_o .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
E_S_a_2 = ((inv_mu_o.^2 .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
T_a = (A_a .* E_S_a_2) ./ (2 * (1 - A_a .* E_S_a));
L_o = (P_o_a * (T_a'))' + inv_mu_o;
cost = w_o * L_o';

B_sol.cost = cost;

% check P_o_a to satify the contraints
flag = 0;
% sum(P_o_a(i, :)) == 1
for i = 1:orders_O
if abs(sum(P_o_a(i, :)) - 1) > 1e-2
fprintf('============P_o_a =============\n');
flag = 1;
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return;
end
end
% P_o_a > 0
if length(find(P_o_a<0)) ~= 0
fprintf('============P_o_a=============\n');
flag = 2;
return;
end
% A_a > 1 / E_S_a
for i = 1:agvs_N
if A_a(i) > (1 / E_S_a(i))
fprintf('============A_a < 1 / E_S_a=============\n');
flag = 3;
return;
end
end
end
function [ all_params ] = getAllParams( param_package, B_sol, P_o_a)
all_params = param_package;

shelves_M = param_package.shelves_M;
rows_J = param_package.rows_J;
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customers_D = param_package.customers_D;
products_I = param_package.products_I;
orders_O = param_package.orders_O;
agvs_N = param_package.agvs_N;
b = param_package.b;
L = param_package.L;
s = param_package.s;
lambda_o = param_package.lambda_o;
w_o = param_package.w_o;

% calucate eta_p
eta_p = zeros(1, products_I);
for i=1:products_I
product_num = B_sol.p(i);
[r, h] = getPosition(i, shelves_M);
eta_p(product_num) = ((r-1) * b + L) / s;
end

% calucate inv_mu_o
inv_mu_o = zeros(1, orders_O);
for i=1:orders_O
product_num = mod(i - 1, products_I) + 1;
inv_mu_o(i) = eta_p(product_num);
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end

A_a = lambda_o * P_o_a;
E_S_a = ((inv_mu_o .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
E_S_a_2 = ((inv_mu_o.^2 .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
T_a = (A_a .* E_S_a_2) ./ (2 * (1 - A_a .* E_S_a));
L_o = (P_o_a * (T_a'))' + inv_mu_o;
cost = w_o * L_o';

all_params.A_a = A_a;
all_params.E_S_a = E_S_a;
all_params.E_S_a_2 = E_S_a_2;
all_params.T_a = T_a;
all_params.L_o = L_o;
all_params.cost = cost;

all_params.eta_p = eta_p;
all_params.inv_mu_o = inv_mu_o;
all_params.B_sol = B_sol;

end
function [ next_P_o_a, next_sol ] = getNextP_3(all_params, P_o_a, B_sol)
next_P_o_a = P_o_a;
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next_sol = B_sol;
[o, a] = size(next_P_o_a);
select_n = 1;
for i = 1:select_n
o_select = unidrnd(o);
x = unidrnd(a);
y = unidrnd(a);
flag = 1;
while flag ~= 0
while x == y
x = unidrnd(a);
y = unidrnd(a);
end

rnd = rand();

if rnd < 0.333
mean_val = (next_P_o_a(o_select, y) + next_P_o_a(o_select, x)) / 2;
next_P_o_a(o_select, x) = mean_val;
next_P_o_a(o_select, y) = mean_val;
elseif rnd < 0.666
tmp = next_P_o_a(o_select, x);
next_P_o_a(o_select, x) = next_P_o_a(o_select, y);
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next_P_o_a(o_select, y) = tmp;
else
sum_val = (next_P_o_a(o_select, y) + next_P_o_a(o_select, x));
d = (rand() - 0.5) * 0.1;
next_P_o_a(o_select, x) = next_P_o_a(o_select, x) * (1 + d);
if next_P_o_a(o_select, x) > sum_val
next_P_o_a(o_select, x) = sum_val;
end
next_P_o_a(o_select, y) = sum_val - next_P_o_a(o_select, x);
end

% calculate for feasibility
[cost, flag] = totalCost(all_params, next_P_o_a, next_sol);

end
end
next_sol.cost = cost;
end
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Appendix D

Check Feasibility of Solution

function [cost, flag] = totalCost(param_package, P_o_a, B_sol)
% unpack the params
shelves_M = param_package.shelves_M;
rows_J = param_package.rows_J;
customers_D = param_package.customers_D;
products_I = param_package.products_I;
orders_O = param_package.orders_O;
agvs_N = param_package.agvs_N;
b = param_package.b;
L = param_package.L;
s = param_package.s;
lambda_o = param_package.lambda_o;
w_o = param_package.w_o;

% B_r_h = reshape(B_sol.p, shelves_M, rows_J)';
% calcuate eta_p
eta_p = zeros(1, products_I);
for i=1:products_I
product_num = B_sol.p(i);
[r, h] = getPosition(i, shelves_M);
eta_p(product_num) = ((r-1) * b + L) / s;
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end

% calcuate inv_mu_o
inv_mu_o = zeros(1, orders_O);
for i=1:orders_O
product_num = mod(i - 1, products_I) + 1;
inv_mu_o(i) = eta_p(product_num);
end

A_a = lambda_o * P_o_a;
E_S_a = ((inv_mu_o .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
E_S_a_2 = ((inv_mu_o.^2 .* lambda_o) * P_o_a) ./ A_a;
T_a = (A_a .* E_S_a_2) ./ (2 * (1 - A_a .* E_S_a));
L_o = (P_o_a * (T_a'))' + inv_mu_o;
cost = w_o * L_o';

% check P_o_a to satify the contraints
flag = 0;
% sum(P_o_a(i, :)) == 1
for i = 1:orders_O
if abs(sum(P_o_a(i, :)) - 1) > 1e-2
fprintf('============Error: For order sum(P_o_a) != 1=============\n');
flag = 1;
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return;
end
end
% P_o_a > 0
if length(find(P_o_a<0)) ~= 0
fprintf('============Error: P_o_a < 0=============\n');
flag = 2;
return;
end

% A_a > 1 / E_S_a
for i = 1:agvs_N
if A_a(i) > (1 / E_S_a(i))
fprintf('============Error: A_a > 1 / E_S_a =============\n');
flag = 3;
return;
end
end
end

